to mathematical analysis and number theory. Northcott really enjoyed Hardy's lectures on Fourier series and on divergent series, and through them came to know Hardy quite well. He asked Hardy if he would accept him as a research student. At that time Hardy was already supervising about six research students, but after a little hesitation he agreed to take Northcott; the year 1938-39 was the first year of this supervision and during that year Northcott published his first paper (1)*. He applied for and was awarded a Commonwealth Fund Fellowship to enable him to study the theory of Banach spaces at the University of Princeton, but on the day that he was due to sail to the USA, Britain declared war on Germany.
THE WAR YEARS
Douglas Northcott reported to the Cambridge University Joint Recruiting Board in September 1939 and received a certificate recommending that 'he be held in a pool to be employed in technical services, and that in the meantime he should continue with his mathematical research'. However, Northcott felt unable to proceed in this way, and he joined the Royal Artillery as a volunteer in November 1939. Hardy was very upset when he learnt what Northcott had done and offered to write to his Commanding Officer about his special qualifications. Although Northcott did not accept Hardy's offer, he was touched by his concern. During Northcott's first overseas posting in India, he contracted the first of a number of illnesses. His complaint was never diagnosed, but his condition was so serious that his parents received a cable to say that he was dangerously ill. While recovering in hospital he began to think about mathematics again, and in particular about a Tauberian theorem connected with Hilbert's double series. The calculations and manipulations were rather involved, but curiously, and perhaps due to the effects of the illness, Northcott was able to do them all in his head. Later, in 1947, the results of this mental agility were published as the second of Northcott's research papers (2).
Northcott's regiment was posted to Ipoh in North Malaya. Before the Japanese invasion he contracted malaria. He rejoined the regiment to take part in a rearguard action from Port Swettenham down the Malay peninsular; they were on the beach near the Raffles Hotel when Singapore capitulated.
Northcott was fortunate to escape death on several occasions: some colleagues in his regiment were killed by an air attack, and it was only by chance that he was in a different place; a Royal Army Medical Corps doctor operated on him in a makeshift hospital for what turned out to be peritonitis; he endured appalling conditions on board ship while being sent, as part of a contingent of prisoners, to work on an industrial project in Japan; and he somehow survived a camp where nearly all inhabitants had dysentery and beriberi and were infested with vermin. He believed that the atomic bombs saved his life. It was only well into retirement that he talked much about those years.
In spite of all this there were times, while a prisoner of war, when Northcott was able to think about mathematics; indeed, thinking about mathematics probably helped him to survive his war experiences. Sometimes he tried to reconstruct proofs of results that he had learnt as a student; at others he attempted to build up a theory of integration for functions with values in a Banach space. He recorded his results about this theory in a notebook that he kept in his gas-mask case. On one occasion his gas-mask was stolen and he never saw it again, and so he had to start again. His second notebook survived the war and, in due course, provided material for his PhD thesis and his fellowship dissertation.
RETURN TO ACADEMIC LIFE
At the end of the war, Northcott was able to pick up the threads of academic life, although Hardy had by then retired and was in fact a very sick man. Hardy disliked shaking hands with people and would normally keep his hands firmly in his pockets when a general round of hand-shaking seemed imminent. However, in Northcott's case he made an exception, saying 'I suppose this is one time when I ought to shake hands'.
The formal position was that Northcott had completed only one year (1938-39) as a research student, so he had to spend a further two before he could submit for a PhD degree. Frank Smithies became his supervisor in place of the now-retired Hardy. Northcott spent those two years in attending lectures given by J. E. Littlewood FRS and in reading some of the papers on Banach spaces that had appeared during the war. In addition, he developed the material in his army notebook into a dissertation, which he planned to submit for a college fellowship, and prepared his second paper (2) in which some applications of Banach space theory apparently went a little way towards shaking Hardy's scepticism about the value of abstract methods in mathematics.
Northcott was allowed to take up the Commonwealth Fund Fellowship in 1946; when he sailed for Princeton (actually on the maiden voyage of the Queen Elizabeth as a passenger liner), he still had the intention of studying Banach spaces. He left his fellowship dissertation with his parents, who undertook to post it to St John's College on the appropriate date. PRINCETON, 1946-48 In 1939, many of the mathematicians at Princeton had been actively interested in the comparatively new subject of Banach spaces, but when Northcott arrived in Princeton in 1946 this was no longer so. He apprehensively attended a seminar, run jointly by Emil Artin and Claude Chevalley, with the title 'Valuation theory'. To Northcott's surprise and delight he could not only follow the lecture, but he also found it extremely enjoyable. At this time, he knew almost nothing of modern algebra and he caused something of a sensation by interrupting the (postgraduate) speaker to ask what was meant by the 'characteristic of a field'. Artin stepped in and explained the concept, and then the lecture proceeded. This was the first of many kindnesses shown to Northcott by Artin, who, during the subsequent months, explained many fundamental algebraic ideas to Northcott, so much so that Northcott became a dedicated algebraist. Much later, Northcott was very proud to be an invited speaker (along with Bartel van der Waerden, Henri Cartan and Wolfgang Krull) at a memorial meeting in Hamburg in memory of Emil Artin.
In Princeton, Artin directed Northcott's attention to the famous paper by André Weil (ForMemRS 1966) (Weil 1929) , and this stimulated Northcott to begin his contributions, some of which are described in the next section, to the algebra underlying what might be referred to as the 'pre-Grothendieck' era of algebraic geometry. His first papers in this area (3, 4) were described by Weil (at the beginning of Weil (1951)) as containing 'some interesting new theorems'. During the years that followed, Northcott's expertise in this area developed rapidly.
CAMBRIDGE, 1948-52
While in the USA, Northcott heard that his application for a Research Fellowship at St John's College, Cambridge, had been successful, and after 21 months in the USA he returned to England in 1948. The fellowship was initially for a three-year period, but it was subsequently renewed for a further three years. During 1949-51 he held an assistant lectureship at the University of Cambridge, and in 1951 he was made a full lecturer.
Northcott also organized a very successful working seminar in Cambridge on Weil's book (Weil 1946 ). Attendance at this seminar inspired the present first author (D.R.) to become a commutative algebraist. (In this memoir, the phrases 'first author' and 'second author' have no significance beyond the alphabetical listing.) In addition, Northcott had become familiar with very recent work of Zariski and Chevalley on geometry. In particular, he had learnt a great deal about issues related to completions of local and semi-local rings from Chevalley's paper (Chevalley 1943) . He also became familiar with the work of F. S. Macaulay FRS as contained in the latter's Cambridge Tract (Macaulay 1916) .
There is a dichotomy, or even a trichotomy, in Northcott's approach to commutative algebra. When he was concerned with applications to geometry, he mainly worked with a geometric ring over a field k, that is, a ring obtained from the polynomial ring k[X 1 ,…,X n ] in n indeterminates by a sequence of operations each consisting of passage to a homomorphic image or formation of a ring of fractions. The second part of the dichotomy concerned Northcott's consideration of how the results of the geometric case are affected when he allowed the rings under consideration to be arbitrary (commutative) Noetherian rings. The final part (of the trichotomy) arose when he dropped the 'Noetherian' hypothesis, and considered behaviour over arbitrary commutative rings.
The ten papers that Northcott wrote during this period fall into two groups. The first group consists of (5-10), which were completed before the end of 1951. All of these six, except (9), concerned geometric rings over a field.
In the following detailed discussion of these papers, we shall denote the completion of a local or semi-local ring Q by Q ; thus, the completion of a local ring Q * 1 will be denoted by Q * 1 . Additionally, the residue field of a local ring Q will be denoted by Ȕ Q . Note that, in the case when Q is a geometric local ring over a field k, then Ȕ Q is a finitely generated extension field of k.
Recall that a local integral domain Q is said to be analytically unramified if its completion is reduced, that is, has no non-zero nilpotent element, or, equivalently, if the zero ideal in Q is the intersection of (finitely many) prime ideals, while Q is said to be analytically irreducible if Q is an integral domain.
Zariski had proved that a geometric local integral domain Q (over a field k) is analytically unramified. In (5), Northcott established an elementary consequence of this work of Zariski, namely that the number of minimal prime ideals of Q is equal to the number of maximal ideals of the integral closure of Q. This nicely complements Zariski's result that if Q above is actually integrally closed, then it is analytically irreducible.
Zariski had also proved earlier, by use of the structure theorems for the completions of geometric local integral domains, that a regular geometric local integral domain Q (over a field k) is a unique factorization domain. In (6), Northcott gave a short proof of this result that avoided use of completions. (It must be remembered that the period under discussion here was well before M. Auslander and D. A. Buchsbaum completed the proof (Auslander & Buchsbaum 1959 ) that every regular local ring is a unique factorization domain.)
For our discussion of (7), we introduce some notation.
A. Notation. We consider an analytically irreducible geometric local integral domain Q (over a field k), with field of fractions F and maximal ideal m; we also consider a finite extension field F * of F of degree [F * :F]ǃ:n. We denote by Q * the integral closure of Q in F * ; note that Q * is a semi-local ring which is finitely generated as a Q-module. We denote the maximal ideals of Q * by n 1 ,…,n h . For each iǃ1,…,h, the localization (Q * ) ni of Q * at n i can be identified in a natural way with a subring of F * ; the local integral domains (Q * ) ni (iǃ1,…,h) are referred to as the extensions of Q in F * . Note that As the (Q * ) ni (iǃ1,…,h) are integrally closed geometric local integral domains over k, they are analytically irreducible. We denote the fields of fractions of the completions Q and (Q * ) ni (iǃ1,…,h) by K and K * i (iǃ1,…,h), respectively. The completion Q * of the semi-local ring Q * need not be an integral domain, but it is reduced; its full ring of fractions K * is therefore isomorphic to a direct product of fields; in fact, it follows from proposition 8 of Chevalley (1943) 
Most of the main new results of (7) can be summarized in the following theorem.
B. Theorem ( (7), theorems [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . We use the notation in A. 
It should be noted that, in order to prove part (iii) of Theorem B, Northcott used a result from (8) that showed that, for elements Ȓ 1 ,…,Ȓ n ʦF, each prime ideal
Paper (10) is the most important of the six papers that we are currently considering; indeed, the London Mathematical Society awarded Northcott its 1953 Junior Berwick Prize for it. It depends on the results of (7), and so we again employ the notation in A, but we here make the additional assumption that Q is integrally closed. (Recall Zariski's result, mentioned above, that an integrally closed geometric local integral domain (over a field k) is automatically analytically irreducible.) An interesting point about (10) is that some of the results Northcott obtained in that paper, such as Proposition 2, indicate that Q behaves very much as if it were integrally closed. Northcott wrote (10) without knowing that Q is integrally closed; however, by the galley proof stage, a paper by Zariski (Zariski 1951 ) containing a proof that Q is integrally closed had appeared, and Northcott added 'in proof' an additional theorem (described below) that depended on Zariski's result.
C. Theorem ( (10) Northcott pointed out that an important special case of theorem 9 of (10) can be translated without difficulty into Zariski's Main Theorem on birational correspondences; he illustrated his theory by detailed consideration of Bezout's Theorem.
The additional theorem that Northcott added to (10) at proof stage, after Zariski's result that Q is integrally closed had been published, concerned unramified extensions of Q in F፱. In the situation, and with the notation, of Theorem C above, we say that an extension Q፱ of Q in F፱, having field of fractions F፱ and maximal ideal m፱, is unramified if Ȕ Q፱ is a separable extension of Ȕ Q and the local degree of Q፱ over Q is equal to [Ȕ Q፱ :Ȕ Q ]; Northcott's result 'added in proof' showed that, if Q፱ is an extension of Q in F፱ such that Ȕ Q፱ is a separable extension of Ȕ Q , then Q፱ is an unramified extension of Q if and only if Q፱mǃm፱.
We have not yet mentioned (9). In fact, this paper, along with (11), (14) and (15), belongs to the second strand of the above-mentioned trichotomy, in which Northcott considered general commutative Noetherian rings. Paper (9) is a brief note that presents a short proof of Krull's result that, if a is a proper ideal of a local ring R, and r ʦR, then r ʦ ʝ  n=1 a n if and only if there exists a ʦa such that rǃar. This has the consequence that, if 0ǃq 1 ʝ ʝq t is a minimal primary decomposition of the zero ideal of R, then provides a minimal primary decomposition of ʝ  n=1 a n . Paper (11) is a straightforward and clear account of the theory of the Hilbert-Samuel polynomial in the geometric case, written just after Samuel's thesis (Samuel 1951 ) had become available.
Paper (12) is devoted to applications of (4), (7) and (10) to geometrical questions involving analytic branches, and also results of Zariski, Chevalley and Weil.
In (14), Northcott gave an alternative proof of Cohen's Theorem 21 of Cohen (1946) that a proper ideal a of a regular local ring that can be generated by hta elements must be unmixed. This presaged Northcott's later interest in the foundations of the theory of Cohen-Macaulay rings.
In (15), Northcott introduced a rather complicated definition of the form ideal of an ideal b in a local ring that depended on the choice of a generating set for b, and he proved that if the form ideal of b is prime, then b is also prime. Subsequently, P. Samuel (Samuel 1953 ) gave a definition (of the form ideal) that is independent of the choice of generating set; this was pointed out by I. S. Cohen in his review of (15) The need for more living space than was provided by the Northcotts' small college flat in Cambridge resulted in Douglas's investigation of posts elsewhere, and he was appointed to the Town Trust Chair of Pure Mathematics at the University of Sheffield in 1952.
A glance at Northcott's list of publications shows that his first 10 years at Sheffield were extraordinarily productive: during that time he published, on average, more than four papers a year, and also his first two books appeared. He had been encouraged to write the first of these, the Cambridge tract Ideal theory (13) , in Cambridge by William (later Sir William) Hodge FRS. This, on its publication in 1953, was a great success; its five chapters, on (I) the primary decomposition, (II) residue rings and rings of quotients, (III) some fundamental properties of Noetherian rings, (IV) the algebraic theory of local rings and (V) the analytic theory of local rings, stimulated interest in commutative algebra. Wolfgang Krull, who had made fundamental contributions to the subject (such as Krull's Principal Ideal Theorem, Krull's Intersection Theorem and Krull dimension), was impressed by Northcott's book, and encouraged his students to read the new tract. Krull and Northcott became friends, and Northcott was an invited speaker at the meeting that marked Krull's retirement.
Northcott's reputation as an expert in the algebra underlying the 'pre-Grothendieck' era of algebraic geometry continued to grow: he gave an invited lecture at the Algebraic Geometry Symposium at the 1954 International Congress of Mathematicians in Amsterdam on 'Specialization methods in algebraic geometry', and, when he was elected to the Fellowship
of the Royal Society in 1961, the citation hailed him as 'the foremost authority in [the UK] on the modern methods introduced by Zariski and Weil into the study of abstract algebraic geometry'. The late 1950s saw dramatic developments in commutative algebra, many of which arose from the use of homological algebra as an effective tool for the study of commutative rings. Northcott's papers from the 1950s and early 1960s show that he was also involved, to a greater or lesser extent, in many fundamental developments that are nowadays considered central to modern commutative algebra. Some examples are in his joint papers with David Rees, and these will be considered in more detail in the next section. In (21), Northcott provided a short and elementary proof of the (already known) fact that the polynomial ring K[X 1 ,…,X n ] in n indeterminates with coefficients in a field K has global dimension n. In (23), he again studied a polynomial ring S: ǃR[X 1 ,…,X n ], but in this paper R is only assumed to be a commutative ring; his main result in (23) is that, if PʦSpec (S) and p: ǃPʝR, then S p is a regular local ring if and only if R p is a regular local ring. Nowadays, one has the standard theory of fibre rings of flat ring homomorphisms with which to approach such questions.
Another example is provided by his paper (19), in which he showed that, for a d-dimensional Cohen-Macaulay local ring Q, there exists a positive integer r such that every decomposition, as an irredundant intersection of irreducible ideals, of each ideal of Q that can be generated by a system of parameters has precisely r terms. Northcott's proof did not use homological algebra. Nowadays the integer r is called the type of Q, and is known to be equal to the dth Bass number of Q with respect to its maximal ideal m, that is, the dimension of Ext d Q (Q/m,Q) as a vector space over the residue field of Q.
COLLABORATION WITH DAVID REES
It is appropriate that a section of this memoir be devoted to the collaboration between Douglas Northcott and Professor David Rees FRS, and, for obvious reasons, this has been written entirely by the second author (R.Y.S.), who takes full responsibility for the opinions expressed in it. Although Northcott's Cambridge seminar led to David Rees's changing the focus of his research (from semigroups and non-associative algebras) to commutative algebra, it was only after Northcott had moved to Sheffield that their common interest in commutative algebra culminated in joint research papers.
Citation indices suggest that Douglas Northcott's most cited research paper is, by some distance, paper (16) , written jointly with David Rees. In this paper, they introduced reductions of ideals. This concept, and the related concept of integral closure, have had a major influence on research in commutative algebra in the more than 50 years since they were introduced; indeed, there have been frequent mentions of them at top-level international conferences in commutative algebra in the early years of the twenty-first century.
Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring (with identity), and let b and a be proper ideals of R. The ideal b is said to be a reduction of a precisely when bʕa and there exists s ʦN 0 (the set of non-negative integers) such that ba s ǃa s+1 ; then the least such s is called the reduction number of a with respect to b. One can view such a b as an approximation to a which nevertheless retains some of the properties of a: for example, a prime ideal p of R is a minimal prime ideal of a if and only if it is a minimal prime ideal of b, and when that is the case, the multiplicity of a corresponding to p is equal to the multiplicity of b corresponding to p.
The ideal b is said to be a minimal reduction of a if and only if b is a reduction of a and there is no reduction c of a with cʚb (the symbol 'ʚ' is reserved to denote strict inclusion). Also, an ideal that has no reduction other than itself is called a basic ideal.
Most of (16) is written under the hypothesis that R is a local ring Q with infinite residue field, and so that hypothesis will be in force until further notice; also m will denote the maximal ideal of Q. Northcott and Rees defined the analytic spread ᐉ(a) of a; this turns out to be equal to the dimension of G(a)/mG(a), where G(a) denotes the associated graded ring iʦN0 a i /a i+1 of a. They proved that every reduction of a requires at least ᐉ(a) generators, that a reduction of a is a minimal reduction of a if and only if it can be generated by ᐉ(a) elements, and that each reduction of a contains a minimal reduction of a. Thus all minimal generating sets of all minimal reductions of a have exactly ᐉ(a) elements.
They went on to show that ᐉ(a) also admits the following interpretation. Elements v 1 ,…,v t ʦa are said to be analytically independent in a if and only if, whenever h ʦN (the set of positive integers) and fʦR[X 1 ,…,X t ] (the ring of polynomials over R in t indeterminates) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree h such that f (v 1 ,…,v t )ʦa h m, then all the coefficients of f lie in m. Then if b is a reduction of a, dim Q/m (b/mb) ǃ:t and {v 1 ,…,v t } is a minimal generating set for b, it turns out that b is a minimal reduction of a if and only if v 1 ,…,v t are analytically independent in a. Consequently, ᐉ(a) is equal to the largest number of elements of a that are analytically independent in a, and
Also in (16), Northcott and Rees established the fundamental connections between reductions and integral closures. The relevant work in (16) was developed for ideals in the local ring Q with infinite residue field, but that hypothesis is unnecessarily restrictive, and so we now return to the general commutative Noetherian ring R. We say that r ʦR is integrally dependent on the ideal b of R if and only if there exist nʦN and c 1 ,…,c n ʦR with c i ʦb i for iǃ1,…, n such that r n +c 1 r nǁ1 + +c nǁ1 r+c n ǃ0.
(In fact, in (16) Northcott and Rees eschewed the terminology 'integrally dependent' that had been used by earlier authors in favour of 'analytically dependent'; however, the terminology 'integrally dependent' became standard.) Let bʕa be ideals of R. Then b is a reduction of a if and only if each element of a is integrally dependent on b. Furthermore, the set I of all ideals of R that have b as a reduction has a unique maximal member, b -say: b -is the union of the members of I, and this ideal b -is precisely the set of all elements of R that are integrally dependent on b. The ideal b -is called the integral closure of b; it has the property that the ideals of R that have b as a reduction are precisely those between b and b -.
As mentioned above, the appearances in the literature of the concepts of reduction and integral closure in the half-century since Northcott and Rees published (16) However, some of the ongoing uses of reductions of ideals in commutative algebra concern avenues of research that were initiated by Northcott himself. One such concerns the coefficients of the Hilbert function of an m-primary ideal q in a d-dimensional local ring Q, where m denotes the maximal ideal of Q and d  1. For large values of the integer n, the length L Q (Q/q n ) behaves like a polynomial in n; indeed, there exist integers e 0 (q),…,e d (q), called the normalized Hilbert coefficients of q, such that
The positive integer e 0 (q) is the multiplicity of q. In (24), Northcott used reductions to prove that, when Q is Cohen-Macaulay, the m-primary ideal q can be generated by a system of parameters if and only if e 1 (q)ǃ0, and, when that is the case, e 2 (q)ǃ ǃe d (q)ǃ0 also. Over the years since the appearance of (24), numerous mathematicians have published papers that build on this work of Northcott, and the concept of reduction number appears in quite a few of them.
Northcott's and Rees's second joint paper (17) introduced a generalization of the concept of reduction that can be used in an equicharacteristic local ring with finite residue field.
The two other joint papers by Northcott and Rees (20, 22) presented arguments very relevant to the development of the theories of Cohen-Macaulay rings and Gorenstein rings. Rees had introduced the concept of grade in Rees (1957) : in that paper he showed that all maximal regular sequences in a proper ideal a of a commutative Noetherian ring R have the same length, and called their common length the grade of a. He achieved this result, which has turned out to be absolutely fundamental in commutative algebra, by a pioneering use of his application of homological algebra in Rees (1956) , for he showed that grade a is equal to the least integer i such that Ext i R (R/a, R) 0. In (20), Northcott and Rees provided an elementary approach to the theory of grade that avoids the use of homological algebra. That paper also contains a systematic approach to the theory of semi-regular rings (nowadays called Cohen-Macaulay rings in recognition of seminal works by Macaulay (1916) and I. S. Cohen (Cohen 1946 ), a theme that had interested Northcott earlier (see (14) and (18)), and was to interest him later (see (25) ).
Northcott and Rees also contributed to the basic theory of Gorenstein rings, because the last of their joint papers (22) contains the theorem that a local ring in which every ideal generated by a system of parameters is irreducible must be Cohen-Macaulay, and this theorem was an important ingredient in H. Bass's characterization of Gorenstein local rings in his seminal 'ubiquity' paper (Bass 1963 ).
SHEFFIELD IN THE 1960S AND 1970S
When Douglas Northcott first joined the staff of the University of Sheffield, there was a single Department of Mathematics; he was the only professor, and the administrative head. Subsequently the department split into four departments: Pure Mathematics, Applied and Computational Mathematics, Probability and Statistics, and Computer Science. Northcott remained the head of a department for 30 years, until his retirement in 1982. Rose's unstint-
ing support helped him to cope with the demands of the headship (and other significant administrative roles, such as that of Dean of the Faculty of Pure Science (in 1958-61) and VicePresident of the London Mathematical Society (in 1968-69)); she even looked after babies of members of staff in times of crisis. Even though Douglas served as head for 30 years, he was, with Rose's support, able to make time for writing seven books and about 70 research papers after his PhD. However, most of those papers had been written by the early 1960s, and it is probably fair to say that he concentrated more on his writing of books during the last 20 years of his professional life. His writing is characterized by careful attention to detail; his books were principally aimed at graduate students, but their clarity, detailed discussion of difficult points and reliable accuracy means that they also serve as informative and reassuring references for experienced researchers. While Northcott was writing the books, he would present seminars at Sheffield containing some of the material. Thus, for example, he gave Sheffield seminars on 'Invariants and resolutions' in 1973-74 before the appearance of Finite free resolutions (32) in 1976, and seminars on 'Affine sets and affine groups' in 1976-77 while he was preparing Affine sets and affine groups (33) for publication in 1980. He said that he wrote books to improve his own understanding of their subjects; for example, Affine sets and affine groups was motivated by a desire for a greater understanding of the Hochster-Roberts Theorem (Hochster & Roberts 1974) , that the ring of invariants of a linearly reductive affine linear algebraic group over a field K acting rationally on a regular Noetherian K-algebra is Cohen-Macaulay.
Northcott's seminars, like his books and papers, were always carefully prepared, with meticulous attention to detail. His audience normally consisted of five or so members of staff, usually including P. Vámos, T. B. Cruddis, his former research students A. J. Douglas and D. W. Sharpe, and also, from 1971, the present second author (R.Y.S.), together with two or three research students. Over the years, members of Northcott's staff benefited greatly from his seminars, as well as from the resulting books; for example, the covers of the second author's copies of Ideal theory (13) , An introduction to homological algebra (26) and Lessons on rings, modules and multiplicities (29) are all hanging off through much heavy use. Northcott's own favourite among his books was Lessons … (29). He was delighted when his two Cambridge tracts, Ideal theory (13) and Finite free resolutions (32), were reprinted in 2004.
A glance at Northcott's full list of publications shows that he was involved in comparatively few collaborations. However, some of them deserve mention in this memoir. The collaboration between Northcott and the first author (D.R.) has already been described in some detail in the previous section. Also noteworthy is the collaboration between Northcott and J. A. ('Jack') Eagon that resulted from substantial visits made by Eagon to Sheffield, the last of which was in 1972-73. One result of this collaboration was the famous Eagon-Northcott complex, which was presented in (27) and which we now describe.
Let R be a commutative ring (with identity), and let be an s ǂr matrix with entries in R, where s  r. Let I be the ideal of R generated by the s ǂs minors of A. Let K be the exterior algebra over R generated by X 1 , X 2 ,…,X r . Then, for each integer k with 1  k  s, the kth row of A determines a differentiation ǵ k on K for which for all choices of n distinct integers i 1 ,…,i n from 1,2,…,r, where X iȖ indicates omission of X iȖ .
Next When the original matrix A has only a single row, the Eagon-Northcott complex R A is, essentially, the Koszul complex generated by that row. Among the applications of this complex is the elegant result that, when R is Noetherian and I is proper, then gradeI  rǁs+1, and, when gradeIǃrǁs+1, then the R-module R/I has projective dimension rǁs+1 and the Eagon-Northcott complex R A provides a free resolution of R/I of shortest possible length.
The work in the area of the Eagon-Northcott complex yielded an example of a 'generically perfect ideal', in the terminology of (28), also a joint paper by Eagon and Northcott. In fact, generically perfect ideals and modules, and 'strongly generically perfect' modules formed a recurring theme in several of Northcott's papers from the 1960s and early 1970s, including (28), (30) and (31). Let Ǽ be a commutative Noetherian ring, and let S: ǃǼ[X 1 ,…,X n ], where X 1 ,…,X n are indeterminates over Ǽ. Let M be a non-zero Noetherian S-module. If R is any (commutative) Noetherian Ǽ-algebra, then R Ǽ M becomes a module over R Ǽ S (which is naturally isomorphic to R[X 1 ,…,X n ]) in an obvious way. We use 'projdim' to denote projective dimension. We say that M is strongly generically perfect over Ǽ if M is flat over Ǽ, and there is an integer g such that, for every commutative Noetherian Ǽ-algebra R such that R Ǽ M 0, we have We say that M is merely generically perfect over Ǽ if M perfect, that is grade S Mǃprojdim S M, and flat over Ǽ. Melvin Hochster pursued this line of investigation and showed in Hochster (1971) that if M is generically perfect over Ǽ, then it is strongly generically perfect over Ǽ. Other notable mathematical events during the later years of Northcott's professional life included: a visit to Sheffield by David Eisenbud in the early 1970s, when Northcott showed uncharacteristic excitement about, and enthusiasm for, Eisenbud's joint results with D. A. Buchsbaum (Buchsbaum & Eisenbud 1973 , 1974 , 1977 ) about exactness of finite complexes of free modules; a London Mathematical Society-Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (LMS-EPSRC) Durham Symposium on 'Commutative algebra' in 1981, organized jointly by Northcott and the second author (R.Y.S.), which attracted many distinguished commutative algebraists and at which Hochster gave a masterly series of lectures on the homological conjectures in commutative algebra (see Sharp 1982) ; and an LMS meeting in Sheffield in 1982 in honour of Northcott as his retirement approached.
The retirement of Northcott in 1982 was followed soon afterwards by the retirement of David Rees, and it was subsequently always a source of sadness to the second author (R.Y.S.) that the remaining 'commutative algebra base' at UK universities was not large enough to support another Durham Symposium on commutative algebra.
